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Abstract
Within the Special Issue ‘Reaching for allies? The dialectics and overlaps between International Relations and Area Studies in the study of politics, security, and conflicts’, this article investigates the post-2011 changing relationship between International Relations (IR) and Middle Eastern Studies (MES). The article departs from the assumption that the reading and writing of security in, on and from the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region has historically been trapped between the projection of security from abroad and endogenous security narratives. We argue that within the post-Arab uprisings renewed scholarly attention, with studies on security in, on and from the MENA region expressing an all-time methodological pluralism and the increasing and original application of bottom-up and non-military security understandings to regional security, societal and human security are among the most promising notions for transformative dialogue between IR and MES. In broader theoretical terms, we show how the ongoing debate on post-Weberian notions of statehood and post-Westphalian sovereignty point to an already transformative dialogue between IR and MES. The article illustrates this trend with two case studies – on Tunisia and on Iraq – pointing to changing security concepts reflecting changing security practices.
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Introduction
Within a special issue dedicated to the dialogue and overlaps between Area Studies and international relations, this article serves the purpose of looking at their relationship from the vantage point of Middle Eastern Studies (MES) and with a focus on security. The choice of such focus is justified by the fact that the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, in itself a security-oriented construct (Amanat 2012), has traditionally been at the centre of international efforts at defining and addressing security/insecurity in international politics, albeit different historical periods having looked at security in and from the region in different ways. During the Cold War and in line with its logic, what prevailed, both among policymakers and scholars, was a top-down, outward-oriented and military-focused approach to security guiding the study of, mostly, international conflicts, alliances and military arrangements (Bilgin, 2005, 4). The unipolar moment that followed revised some of the prevalent notion of security and since the turn of the 21st century, there has been a scholarly shift towards more bottom-up, inward-oriented and non-military focused approach in the study of prevailing themes associated with security, now dominated by terrorism, state failure and all its related corollary of poverty, crime and regional conflict.
This article considers 2011 a critical juncture for analysing changing notions of security in, from and on the MENA region. Domestically, the initially peaceful protests that erupted in Tunisia and Egypt and then spread to Libya, Syria, Yemen and other countries across the region have led to regime change in Tunisia and Egypt, the outbreak of civil conflicts in Yemen, Syria and Libya while they have been coopted and/or repressed in monarchical system where the status quo was thereby preserved, such as in Morocco and Bahrain. Besides amply modifying domestic notions of security, the events since 2010/11 saw international factors becoming key variables to explain regional dynamics and more specifically security trajectories in and of the region, as new interests in the 'second image reversed' (Gourevitch, 1978) perspective is showing (see also Lynch, 2021). The year 2011, while in no way a unique occurrence, given the region’s deep history of social mobilization and conflicts, did act as a catalyst for an evolving multipolar regional system characterized by, among others, deeply internationalized security, an intensification of threat perceptions and alternative security narratives as exemplified by the debate on sectarianism and sectarianization (Malmvig, 2014; Hashemi and Postel, 2017; Valbjørn, 2017; Mabon, 2020; Pomeps, 2020).

Security in the MENA region has been characterized by several critical junctures: the revolution in Iran in 1979; the 1991 Gulf war; the Iraq war in 2003. Although the extent to which 2011 represented a critical juncture is a matter of debate depending on the themes examined and the disciplinary stand (Bank and Busse, 2021), this article contends that it represented a critical juncture from a security perspective. While the 2010/11 uprisings originated in endogenous dynamics, these domestic trajectories have impacted regional security. The descent into localized civil conflicts turning into regional military confrontations and later into internationalized conflicts has shaken the already fragile post-2003 geopolitical status quo. In parallel, this has brought about a deep rethinking of Middle Eastern regional security studies and of the cognitive structures employed in previous eras to define altogether different phenomena. New studies have articulated debates surrounding notions of regional cold war, new interpretations of proxy wars and of proxy actors, identification of mobilization of identity vs. ideology as enabling factors driving conflict. Scholars have engaged this new empirical material with IR notions, re-interpreting them and applying them to changing regional security dynamics.

The article proposes a reflection on how security has been treated in the last decade in between MES and International Relations (IR) and presents the achievements and limits of this scholarship. It opens by tracing the uneasy relationship between Area Studies and IR for the study of the MENA region. Examining major perspectives on security in and on the region, it then extends the debate on the relationship between IR and Area Studies by taking into consideration categories of traditional security, on the one hand, and human and societal security, on the other hand. To empirically ground the theoretical discussion on security in, on and from the MENA region, the article identifies two post-2011 case studies, one drawn from Maghreb, Tunisia, and one from the Middle East, Iraq. The choice of the case studies is justified by the fact that both countries have undergone regime change, have seen their security sectors – more or less profoundly – reformed, have faced terrorism threats, albeit to different degrees, and they illustrate significant instances of shifting concepts and practices of security. These case studies elaborate on the shift between regime, state, societal and human security and how changing understandings reflect changing practices of security.

Overall, the article argues that since 2011 the dialogue between IR and MES has moved another step away from the hierarchical nature it had in the past. Studies adopting traditional notions of security show a tension between, on the one hand, overcoming the universality–particularity divide, and on the other hand, fully exploiting the potential of cross-fertilization between perspectives. While this self-reflexive attitude is welcomed, the article finds nonetheless that the promise of a transformative dialogue between IR and MES lies instead in notions of
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1The ‘second image reversed’ looks at international sources of domestic politics.
human and societal security. MES has waited for IR Godot for decades, expecting a dialogue with International Relations’ Theory on an equal footing. While a transformative form of dialogue between the two is not there yet, acknowledging the progress and mutual learning occurred in the past decade suggests Godot might be in sight. The recent turns in IR revolving around hybridity for political systems, limited statehood, flexible understandings of governance configurations in parallel with MES’ attention towards the reconceptualization of statehood and security, categorizing the role of non-state actors and the varying governance formats are well-positioned to grasp the empirical particularity within the theoretical universality of these concepts and frameworks.

MES and IR: friends or foes?
The contentious relationship between MES and IR has a long history. The question is not so much whether there has been a dialogue between these disciplines, but the extent to which the nature and modalities of this dialogue, either eristic (characterized by strife and aimed at reproducing each scholarly identity), hierarchical (based on uneven division of labour in the academic epistemic hierarchy), self-reflexive (reflecting the limit of each field’s knowledge) or transformative (when two disciplines merge and create new understandings), have changed through time (Valbjørn, 2017).

In the interwar period, there was an almost neat division of labour between Area Studies and social sciences: the former was expected to collect data based on the deep and multifaceted knowledge of the ground while the latter would have provided explanation for them grounded in universally valid theoretical frameworks (Mitchell, 2004). It was in the 1950s that the crystallization of the dichotomy between Area Studies and social science disciplines was established. In that context, and from then onwards, an epistemic hierarchy formed among disciplines whereby the production and organization of knowledge came to be premised on the binary separation between theoretical-universality on the one hand and empirical and particular on the other (Teti, 2007) – thus, relegating Areas Studies to a hierarchically subordinate position: ‘the genealogy of Area Studies must be then understood in relation to the wider structuring of academic knowledge and to the struggles not of the Cold War but of [social science] as a twentieth-century political project’ (Mitchell, 2004, 2).

In this long and ever-evolving debate, now considered to be in a second generation phase (Busse, 2018), Area Studies – MES – have been accused of being atheoretical, disjoined from social sciences when it came to methodological rigour and tended to be depicted as an antiquated pursuit (Tessler et al., 1999). In contrast, as underlined by Anderson (1999) in that same volume, insularity was an allegation that could have more easily been addressed to American political science, struggling to appreciate the context-specific nature of many social phenomena, failing to recognize the multilinearity of contemporary political change. If mainstream social science disciplines could be accused of being culture-blind, aiming at producing universal knowledge, Area Studies were accused of being culture-blinded (Valbjørn, 2004), upholding the idea that generalization had its limits. The 1990s Middle East Area Study Controversy (ASC), which originated in the US academic debate, precisely sought to break such boundaries between disciplines, calling for that cross-fertilization that in the early 2000s began to produce its results mostly in Europe and the Middle East (Bilgin, 2004; Valbjørn, 2004; Teti, 2007). In the American academia, the debate has not been revived since the 1990s. There, the combination of ‘methodological sophistication with significant field research and language skills’, ‘the escalating fetishization of method and prioritizing causal inference’ and ‘changes in the publication expectations and the job market’ has considerably reduced the salience of the ASC (Lynch, 2021).

Historically, MES and IR have displayed difficulties in developing fruitful communication (Teti, 2007). The under-developed analytical exchange between MES and IR can be explained by referring to at least three factors. First, while Area Studies do incorporate political science
concepts and/or theoretical framework, they also focus on issues that have a direct bearing on IR without necessarily displaying concepts or approaches stemming from IR theories. Second, the multidisciplinary nature of Area Studies renders them more scattered and fragmented as a field of study, less parsimonious and not geared towards generalizability. As such, they face more difficulties in summarizing the state of the art, with even significant insights facing challenges in travelling in a transregional way through comparative approaches. Third, most studies produced by area scholars tend to be seen as valid insofar as they test IR theories, corroborate existing approaches or provide new empirical material in support of existing IR theory, as in hierarchical forms of interdisciplinary dialogue. The opposite, the generation of new analytical or theoretical insights travelling from Area Studies to IR has proven more difficult, despite key exceptions (David, 1991; Ayubi, 1995), as have new transformative forms of dialogue generating new insights merging IR and MES. Within Area Studies, then, there is scarce dialogue among scholars working on different regions or eras, which is more pronounced than among scholars from different disciplinary backgrounds.

While the debate between IR and MES continued along these lines, the events of 2011 sparked novel reflection on this divide in Europe and the MENA region. An initial observation pointed to the fact that ‘whereas the comparative-politics literature on the Arab uprisings and their aftermath demonstrates theoretical progress with sophisticated empirical analysis, there has been significantly less theoretical engagement by international relations (IR) theorists’ (Lynch and Ryan, 2017, 643). Within this general trend, in the ensuing years, there has been an effort to fill this gap, encouraging cross-fertilization between IR and MES to address specific themes, more in the direction of a self-reflexive dialogue, such as regional hegemony (Hinnebusch, 2019), the role of non-state actors in regional politics (Kausch, 2017) or the study of alliances (Darwich, 2021), as well to advance a meta-level reflection on the disciplines (Pomeps, 2015; Fawcett, 2017; Lynch and Ryan, 2017; Stetter, 2021). An effort at cross-fertilization has also been encouraged by the broader debate on the Global, Post-Western, Global South IR, and geo-cultural epistemologies and the loci of knowledge production (Tickner and Waever, 2008; Abboud et al., 2018; Hazbun and Valbjørn, 2018; Acharya and Buzan, 2019). In this temporal and geographical changing IR-MES dialogue, scholarship focused on security has always occupied a central position, displaying some of the tendencies identified above and discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Traditional security: between theoretical reflection and empirical reality

Since 2011, IR scholarship has been left with the thorny issue of explaining the remarkable changes within the region that occurred beyond the uprisings, particularly with reference to security. Indeed, ‘since the Arab Uprisings, Middle East geopolitics has transformed from a system organized around and against a US-managed security architecture into a multipolar system lacking norms, institutions, or balancing mechanisms to constrain conflict and the use of force’ (Hazbun, 2019, 14). Within this transformation and the academic debate that sought to grasp it, what security means in the region remains a challenging yet pressing question (Bilgin, 2005, 2015). Over the last 10 years, the debate on security in, on and from the MENA region has seen a resurgence of key security studies’ concepts and theoretical approaches – cold war, proxy wars, regional security complex (RSC). In IR and MES security-focused scholarship, be it on post-2011 Libya and Syria, post-2015 Yemen or on the growing tensions between the Islamic Republic of Iran and Saudi Arabia, these concepts and theoretical approaches come with a heavy baggage, having been developed in relation to security dynamics of the past.

The reference to the ‘Cold War’ in MENA was first employed by Malcom Kerr in the mid-1960s to define the regional balance of power between an anti-status quo republics’ socialist camp dominated by the Egyptian president Nasser’s soft power and a monarchical conservative camp, spearheaded by Saudi Arabia (Kerr, 1965). The Arab regional cold war reflected the main
tenets of the broader Cold War in three ways. Firstly, it attributed high significance to ideology as the determining feature distinguishing the two opposing camps and their allies. Secondly, the two regional main powers mostly articulated their antagonism by manipulating regional countries’ tensions, waging proxy wars rather than direct military confrontations. Lastly, they shared a zero-sum game logic which was premised on the stark opposition between Nasser’s *raison de la nation arabe* and Sunni monarchies’ *raison d’Etat* (Valbjorn and Bank, 2012).

The 1950s–1960s Arab cold war displayed an uncommonly high level of politicization around regional bipolarity: the securitization of ideological values and alliances framed the regional soft power rivalry. Studies, as the one by Kerr, on the specificities of the Arab cold war pointed to counter-intuitive arguments which however remained neglected in mainstream IR and security studies. The 1958–61 period showed the extent to which even during a regional cold war, alliances could shift, and ideological bipolarity be trumped by the sovereignty norm, highlighting the extent of normative fragmentation even at the peak of the bipolar confrontation (Haas, 2014). In that timeframe, the Egyptian unification with Syria took place and got dissolved and the post-revolutionary Iraqi government of Abd al-Karim Qasim, despite ideological proximity to Nasser’s pan-Arabism, refused Egyptian tutelage and distanced Iraq from Egypt, weakening the resistance front.

The cold war label and language resurfaced in MES even before 2011, around the implications of two different events: the 2003 Iraq war and the 2006 Israel-Hizbollah conflict. The 2003 Iraq war caused a split in the Arab League, as Gulf powers tacitly agreed with the US military intervention, while Syria publicly criticized the attack. Once again, normative fragmentation led to regional dis-unity and to the deepening of regional fractures. In the wake of regime change, US top-down power-sharing agreements led to an enhanced role by Shia political and security forces, which contributed to the sectarian turn of the Iraq civil war after 2006. The role of the Islamic Republic of Iran in Iraqi politics, both on the state level as well as through support of non-state forces has increased threat perceptions across the Sunni Gulf. Similarly, the cross-sectarian regional symbolic and reputational victory by Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah went well beyond Shia and Lebanese audiences and reverberated across the Arab non-Shia world, thereby exacerbating unease and threat perceptions in the Gulf (Valbjorn and Bank, 2007).

The post-2011 revival of the cold war label was employed to describe the growing confrontation between the Islamic Republic of Iran and the Saudi-centred Sunni block. Similar to the past, such revival attributed high significance to ideology (now interpreted almost exclusively in sectarian terms), focused on the geopolitical bipolar rivalry around areas rendered unstable by years of civil wars (i.e., Syria, Libya, Yemen), and emphasized the zero-sum game logic of the contending parties and their allies. However, from a theoretical standpoint, this revival failed to assimilate the insights gathered from post-2003 Iraq and post-2006 Lebanon; without producing concepts able to travel to IR modifying the ways in which ‘cold wars’ are conceptualized, that is, still embodying a hierarchical dialogic modality. The notions of ideological multipolarity (Haas, 2014), normative fragmentation (Barnett, 1998), determining less rigid alliance patterns and more flexible alignment choices have been largely ignored by mainstream political science literature, which thus has maintained, rather than fill, the gap between IR and MES.

Together with the resurgence of the cold war label, security-oriented scholarship looking at post-2011 arrangements in MENA resurrected the concept of proxy war, employed ubiquitously in the MENA’s theatres of war. The overtly state-centric nature of the classical understanding of proxy war provided half a century ago by Karl Deutsch was corrected by incorporating the role of regional powers and a new appraisal of non-state actors, which coincided with a growing attention towards cases from the MENA region, in what could be understood as a partial overture
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2Karl Deutsch defined proxy wars as an ‘international conflict between two foreign powers, fought out on the soil of a third country, disguised as a conflict over an internal issue of that country, and using some of that country’s manpower, resources and territory as a means for achieving preponderantly foreign goals and foreign strategies’ (Deutsch 1964, 102).
from IR towards a more self-reflexive dialogic turn. To adapt to a changing reality, Mumford (2013, 1) defined proxy war as ‘indirect engagement in a conflict by third parties wishing to influence its strategic outcome’ through the provision or training of manpower such as co-opted militias or other irregular combatants, the provision of material or money or the sharing or dissemination of information’. This forward-looking gaze also identified as features of evolving practices of proxy wars the role of regional powers and (in)formal ‘proxy coalitions’ of both state and non-state actors (Mumford, 2013, 8). These revised notions of proxy wars have been employed, for instance, in the case of post-2011 Syria by MES scholars (Phillips and Valbjorn, 2018; Leenders and Giustozzi, 2019) which have problematized proxy war by pointing to first, the multiplicity of proxy wars (as in the Syrian case) and the different logics of mobilization used by regional and global powers with local proxies (national, religious/sectarian, ethnic). The role of the multiplicity of identity referents that can be effectively mobilized and acted upon in a military confrontation is, once again, empirically demonstrated by MES but so far failed to make inroads into broader IR rethinking on proxy wars, a testament to the ongoing challenge of generating a truly transformative dialogue.

With the post-uprisings’ militarized trajectories in Libya and Syria, reference to a regional cold war has come to imply a broader front where multiple state and non-state actors have penetrated countries outside of their sub-regional complex or even outside of their region. RSC theory is another theoretical concept which has featured across Area Studies in the past few decades and has, time and again, partially been revised, without however taking into account suggestions/insights/theorization coming from Area Studies or MES in particular. RSCs are ‘sets of units whose major processes of securitization, de-securitization or both are so inter-linked that their security problems cannot be reasonably analyzed or resolved apart from one another’ (Buzan and Weaver, 2003, 43–45). The key elements at the basis of any RSC are three sets of dichotomies, in addition to power distribution among actors: anarchy vs. integration (polarity), amity vs. enmity (relations among units) and securitization vs. de-securitization (processes of threat construction). What this approach allows to capture are the ways in which perceptions structure socially constructed relations among regional actors, thereby being at the core of regional order configurations.

In the past few years, this approach has been applied to the changing regional geopolitical constellations in the MENA region, with some analytical innovations. On the one hand, the rationalist-realist binary separation between anarchy and integration has been challenged and a third multilayered notion has been proposed, heterarchy. Heterarchy has been recently introduced in IR (Donnelly, 2009, 2016) and had not until lately made incursions into MES. Heterarchy introduces a third ordering principle beyond hierarchy and anarchy, it emphasizes the role of sub-national, transnational and international actors – even in processes of fragmentation of the existing political order – and accepts more blurred lines between the reciprocal influences of the domestic and regional levels. Heterarchical orders refer to systems with multiple and often ‘tangled’ hierarchies.

The heterarchic notion of multiple rankings of power relations is useful in the analysis of increasingly hybrid MENA political systems, where rather than weak statehood or multiple governance arrangements, war orders can be conceptualized as heterarchic orders of agencies of coercion whereby stateness is flexible (Leenders and Giustozzi, 2019) but also to regional orders (Hanau Santini, 2017; Hinnebusch, 2018). These applications to the MENA context have on the one hand deepened the previously under-developed IR application notion of heterarchy as a specific regional order premised neither on hierarchy nor anarchy. They have also debunked once for all ill-suited IR accounts of the MENA regional order as essentially anarchic. Moreover, given the high penetration between states and societies in the region and the frequency of domestic concerns impinging on foreign policy choices – what has been termed omnibalancing by David (1991), heterarchy remains an under-utilized concept in MES, but the innovations derived from its empirical usage have far from been incorporated into IR.
Whether it is the debate around the Arab Cold War, proxy wars or RSC and its innovations, recent scholarship testifies to a tension between, on the one hand, overcoming the universality–particularity divide, and on the other hand, fully exploiting the potential of cross-fertilization between perspectives. The dialogue between IR and MES scholarship, taking as a standpoint traditional notions of security, can be thus described as self-reflexive, engaging with the limits of each field’s knowledge without yet producing an altogether new understanding as a result of a deeper merge or cross-fertilization of disciplines.

**Human and societal security: between theoretical reflection and empirical reality**

Zooming in more closely on changing theoretical approaches of security and their capacity to testify to changing practices, more than two decades have passed since the concept of human security first emerged and revolutionized the way in which security is thought and practiced. This notion was developed in the aftermath of the end of the Cold War, when it became imperative to broaden security recipients beyond statist categories. Analytically disentangling security from the state as sole security referent implied problematizing security and answering the ‘security for whom’ question. Human security enlarged and deepened notions of security beyond a rigid state-centred, top-down and military-oriented perspective. A people-centred approach allowed to consider new issues and aspects, such as the economic drivers of insecurity as well as environmental ones, which are proving essential to account for contemporary challenges to the MENA region and beyond (Korany, 1986; Korany et al., 1993; Jacoby and Sasley, 2002). Besides human security, societal security conceptualizes security through the lenses of society, deemed to be about collective identity, that is, the self-conception of community, which, far from being static or reification of individual identity, is processual, fluid and constructed. Ole Waever refers to fear for the survival of culture, community, nation and religion as examples of security understandings in terms of identity (Waever, 2008). Societal security, rather than being issue-driven (economic, environmental, physical, etc.) revolves around the sense of identity security for a community, the perception that a specific way of life can be preserved from external threats.

A human security-centred perspective informed different developments in the analyses of security dynamics in the MENA. To begin with, a wide range of scholarship has questioned the concept of the state, mostly in relation to the post-2011 conflicts in Libya, Yemen, Syria as well as Iraq, but not only. This scholarship has taken up the widespread criticism towards the prevailing notions of weak, fragile and failed states and applied to the MENA region. What emerges is a regional perspective that moves beyond a Weberian and Westphalian approach to the state highlighting that ‘if claims to a monopoly of legitimate violence are challenged and/or violence is exerted by several categories of actors, many of them non-state, the statehood paradigm cannot but appear as a seriously ill patient’ (Hanau et al., 2021, 2).

Attempts at overcoming the state as the main referent to as well as the main agent of security are informed by different theoretical frameworks. Hanau et al. (2021) try to assess the validity of the limited statehood framework in their collection dedicated to the study of the creation of different security orders across the Middle East and Africa. From a similar perspective, other studies have examined fragmented and overlapping systems of governance, the permeability and rearticulation of borders, the incidence of transnational movements and their impact on the state as an analytical category guiding studies in and on the MENA (Clausen, 2018; Costantini, 2018; Doyle and Dunning, 2018; Droz-Vincent, 2018; Hinnebusch, 2018). Other studies, often informed by an anthropological view on the state, have added to the debate by rejecting the state as ‘an a priori conceptual or empirical object’ (Sharma and Gupta, 2006, 8) and looking instead at its effects and ways in which the state is imagined by the people (Hermez, 2015; Mouawad and Baumann, 2017).

Linked to the above is also the growing attention towards non-state actors in security/insecurity dynamics. Once the rigidities of the state as an analytical object are loosened, the MENA
region is exemplary (but not exceptional) in the heterogeneity of non-state actors’ structures, objectives, source of legitimacy, use of violence and means of financing. This trait, already explored for instance in relation to the state-like character of organizations like Hamas and Hezbollah, has been reflected in the multiplication of studies following the derail of the Arab uprisings. Scholars have explored state-like or state-aspiring entities, such as the Kurdistan Region of Iraq, the Southern movement in Yemen, or the Islamic State; armed non-state actors, including pro-government militias; as well as transnationalism (Ahram, 2019; Revkin and Ahram, 2020). Scholarship on non-state actors in the MENA region has extensively covered their dual position in governance structures: ‘non-state actors erode state control and, above all, the monopoly over the legitimate use of violence, but simultaneously fill governance gaps, ranging from service to security provision’ (Costantini, 2016, 417), pointing to their evolving position in society as well as in international politics.

To make sense of the overlapping, at times alternative and at times convergent role of state and non-state actors in governance and in security, scholarship in, on and from the MENA region has resorted to the lens of hybridity. Hybridity is neither new – it has been widely discussed in the literature on democracy and development (Roberts, 2013, 94) as well as on peace and conflict studies (Boege et al., 2009; Boege, 2019) – nor univocal. Its adoption points to the coexistence of different and competing socio-political orders, which is interpreted as a contextual condition of fluid exchange and contamination. Although the criticism over its analytical fuzziness, complex applicability, and significance, hybridity strikes for its empirical validity whether it is employed to explore armed groups in Libya, Yemen, Syria, Iraq as well as security dynamics beyond these conflict-affected contexts (Sayigh, 2018; Ahram, 2020; Ardemagni et al., 2020; Badi, 2020). Similar to hybridity, assemblage thinking is mostly descriptive but is gaining attention in critical security studies, both in general and in those applied to the MENA region (Tholens, forthcoming). Assemblage thinking is premised on a relational ontology and focuses on the making and un-making of a complex global process where state, non-state, public and private actors interact and create new arrangements (Acuto and Curtis, 2014; Savage, 2019). In particular, according to Abrahamsen and Williams (2009), global security assemblages are based upon a constant shift between assembling and reassembling of knowledges and practices. Assemblages include notions of ‘networked governance’; shifting norms or ‘mentali- ty’ of security; and increasing salience of risk-based security thinking and technology (3).

When these insights are taken into consideration, human security provides for a theoretical contribution that accounts for the shifting security notions and practices at different levels and across actors. Societal security adds to this by incorporating security within a community and considering identity besides other drivers of security/insecurity dynamics. These concepts are essential to orient analyses that treat security in a relational perspective capable of capturing not only the distinction between security arrangements and interpretations (international, state, regime, societal, human and societal security), but also their relationship. Both perspectives are ways to lay claim to bottom-up understanding of security despite setbacks. Notably, the notion of human security as the concept informing the norm of the Responsibility to Protect declined after it became exposed to the manipulation of international actors pursuing non-humanitarian consideration following its inclusion in the UNSC resolution 1973 (2011) authorizing the NATO-led Operation in Libya (Bellamy and Williams, 2011). The following case studies serve precisely to illustrate empirically how shifting security notions and practices in the contexts of Tunisia and Iraq and their interactions render the security domain in ways that can be hardly explained by traditional concepts and theoretical framework.

**Ben Guerdane, or the battle enabling shifting security notions in Tunisia**

On 7 March 2016, a group of 50 armed ISIS militants attacked Ben Guerdane, a small southern Tunisian city on the borders with Libya. The assault was warded off by the army and security
forces with the support of local residents following a fierce battle. Had the attack been successful, Ben Guerdane would have become the first base of the Islamic Caliphate in Tunisia. This dramatic event was noteworthy as it signalled a new degree of successful cooperation between the various security forces, but also, and more importantly for the paradigmatic changes in security understandings, between security forces and border citizens, traditionally caught between resistance and repression. The active collaboration of local residents defending the town of Ben Guerdane, their community and their way of living against an imminent external threat, embodied changing security practices illustrating changed notions of security.

The pre-revolutionary regime security understanding was centred around president Ben Ali, his family and clan and their interests (Hibou, 2006). Any threat to the survival of the leader and his immediate circle was deemed a national security threat, without however necessarily posing an existential threat to the country itself. With the 2010/11 uprisings and the post-revolutionary transition, security became strictly associated to the state, as testified when the country faced terrorist threats, both in 2013, with the two rounds of political assassinations, and in 2015, when ISIS-led attacks risked derailing the political trajectory and plunge the country into chaos (Hanau Santini, 2018). At the forefront of this reading of security were territorial integrity, control over terrorist groups' activities, political neutrality in border countries' uprisings or conflicts.

Since the demise of the regime, the discourse about security shifted towards state security notions of territorial integrity and state sovereignty, especially vis-à-vis the threat coming from Libya and its post-Qaddafi destabilization. With the episode of Ben Guerdane in 2016, the understanding of security further shifted, and its security referents were broadened. The key role of local residents shielding security forces, protecting them, helping them and contributing to win the battle offered new analytical and symbolic elements enabling the discursive shift from state to societal security. This was particularly relevant as it reversed decades of dismissive and pejorative discourse of southern populations deemed anti-colonial and disloyal to the post-independence statist project (Mullin and Rouabah, 2018; Simoncini, 2021). Defending the city was as much about defending the integrity of the country from the risk of an Islamist takeover, as protecting a community and its way of life.

Ben Guerdane had historically been stigmatized as a community thriving thanks to economically illicit practices of cross-border smuggling with Libya and considered a potential hotbed for radicalization and political violence. The flourishing of informal economic activities in culturally, politically and economically marginal areas was a reaction to the postcolonial political geography of disinvestment and to the nationalist identity spearheaded by the Bourguibist statist project (Bono et al., 2015). These forms of informal political economy were a response to human security needs that were neglected by the central authority, which conveniently depicted the south as a secessionist and backward exception to the rest of the country. In the eyes of Tunis-based politicians and national media, the 2016 battle came to symbolize its moral and social redemption. The bravery not just of security forces but of the local population has since then become a standard reference in the public discourse, partially aimed at reshaping the image of previously socially and culturally marginalized local residents now heralded as the symbol of national virtues and merits and symbolizing the ideal type of brave new Tunisians fiercely defending their homeland (Hanau Santini, forthcoming). The driver for the collective acts of self-sacrifice by local residents was not heroism or ideological proximity with the state or the security forces, but rather the need to preserve their community’s societal security.

The March 2016 attacks served as a focal point exemplifying the dangers faced by the community’s collective identity. In several interviews conducted by one of the authors in Ben Guerdane in November 2019 with members of the local community, there was a pointed reference to identity dimensions which went beyond the individual level and encompassed the sense of a community identity and the need to preserve it (‘we are not like them, we have nothing to do with terrorists’, ‘they would have changed how we live’, ‘they were alien, different from us, also the
ones from Ben Guerdane, they came from Libya’). This narrative about an external threat, not merely to physical survival but to community values and way of life, points to an acknowledgement of a specific system of values in societal security terms. From the side of the community, in other words, it was societal security that drove individual and collective responses (acting as human shields for police agents; denouncing exact locations of terrorists; refusing to embrace arms when asked by terrorists). In a way, that episode became a defining moment for the community to draw a line of what it stood for (rejection of political violence and the use of arms) and of the changing notion of security it felt was representative of their community.

Defending what and whom? The Hashd al-Shaabi in the Iraqi security scenario

The Hashd al-Shaabi (Popular Mobilization forces) is an umbrella organization grouping together a highly diversified and decentralized group of established and newly created militias, only loosely coordinated within the Popular Mobilization Commission and responding to different command lines, of a tribal, political and/or ethnic nature, totalling around 30–50 groups and 150,000 members (O’Driscoll and Van Zoonen, 2017; Ezzedine et al., 2019). The genesis of the Hashd al-Shaabi is found in the expansion of the Islamic State that in June 2014 managed to conquer a large swathe of Iraqi territory, including the second largest city in the country, Mosul, and threatening to conquer Erbil in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq and Baghdad. The alternative notion of the state emphatically stressed by the Islamic State (i.e., drawing new state boundaries between Iraq and Syria; articulating new forms of religiously-oriented authority and proposing an altogether alternative model of governance) urged an initial reaction framed around the notion of state security, which also acted as a glue that held together a diverse set of actors, including the International Coalition to Defeat ISIS, the Iraqi Security Forces, the Peshmerga and the Hashd al-Shaabi.

The trajectory of the Hashd al-Shaabi following the defeat of the Islamic State in Iraq in late 2017 shows however the demise of state security as the overarching understanding of security in the country and its collusion with alternative security notions. Indeed, the defeat of the Islamic State did not lead either to the demobilization of the group or a process of reintegration into the formal security apparatus. While various attempts have been formally made to sanction the existence and operation of the Hashd al-Shaabi, some of them have maintained separate lines of command and structure as well as undertook independent actions at times contrary to the Iraqi government’s interpretation of national security (Knights et al., 2020). Among them stand the what is often referred to as the ‘resistance formation’ (fas’il al-muqawamma), a group of militias and militiamen whose relationship with Iran (in terms of sponsorship as well as of a model of political organization) determines their controversial position within the Iraqi security apparatus (Haddad, 2020).

If the Hashd al-Shaabi have been fundamental to defend state security at the time of the expansion of the Islamic State, they soon positioned themselves into an ambiguous position in between national security and regime security. In particular, the ‘resistance formation’ has upheld an interpretation of security that collapses state security with regime security, which is primarily interpreted through the lens of ethno-sectarianism. In the eyes of part of the Iraqi leadership and public, they became the necessary force for the security of the post-2003 Shia-centred regime. The complementarity reached by formal and informal security providers that proved successful to react to the IS insurgency since 2014 transformed into a rivalry that sets apart different visions of the state, continuing a trend already evident in the aftermath of the invasion and occupation of the country in 2003 (Costantini, 2018). In parallel, this extended to notions of regional security: the growing tension between the US and Iran reached its apex with the killing of Qasem Suleimani – commander of the Iranian Quds Force – and Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis – the commander of the Hashd al-Shaabi by the US on 2 January 2020. In reaction to that, some of the Shia militias carried out a number of attacks throughout 2019–20 on US personnel and facilities in the country.
Based on non-overlapping and at times conflicting notions of state and regime security, the Hashd al-Shaabi also represents an ambiguous actor in a diversified understanding of human and societal security. At the individual level, they add up to existing economic and environmental security challenges preventing a restoration of social cohesion in the country. At the community level, as some non-state armed groups assumed a political dimension either at the national or at the local level, they have become a source of or a threat to security based on differently defined in-group and out-group logics. The governorate of Nineveh, the most afflicted by the expansion of the Islamic State, is indicative of this process: there, the threat posed by the Islamic State to eradicate the cultural/religious diversity of the governorate has been met by a process of militarization of society whereby communities have taken up security roles as a function of preserving their existence and their identity in the country. In a localized articulation of the security dilemma, ethno-religious communities’ perceptions of security reliant upon non-state security provision have contributed to maintain a high level of insecurity at the governorate level.

Conclusions

The two case studies of Tunisia and Iraq speak differently to the way in which state, regime, human and societal security-based perspective allows for grasping the differentiated and multi-layered articulation of security in space, time and according to the actors involved. They are evidence of the endogenous security narratives that have been largely marginalized, if not altogether ignored by the prevailing view, especially with reference to terrorism and the fight against it, of projecting security from abroad. What the cases reveal is the disarticulation of security from the state, which in turn, feeds into the literature problematizing security together with the state, non-state actors and their relations. In all, they testify to the pluralization of the understandings and the practices of security and to the contradictions that arise when different dimensions of security are taken into consideration.

What security is and means is subject to change throughout time, geographical space and what is ultimately considered the object of security. The reading and writing of security on the MENA region have been increasingly challenged by accounts from a twofold source. On the one hand by Area Studies’ scholars who have enriched existing understandings of IR notions and concepts by showing how their illustrations adapted to MENA contexts could further challenge and/or enrich them. On the other, from MENA scholars writing from the region on the region, rejecting perceived mainstream Western political science and IR approaches and adopting more localized readings, historically contingent approaches and expressing positionality driven concerns.

This article has uncovered some problematic aspects related to how knowledge is produced in, on and from the MENA region. It illustrated the long-standing Area Studies-IR controversy from the standpoint of MES and the different sources of miscommunication and misunderstandings between the two and perceived neglect by MES of IR, a Godot MES has long been waiting for. With this debate on the background and focusing on the theme of security, the article explored key IR-derived concepts – cold war, proxy war – and theoretical approaches – RSC, heterarchy – and has shown the extent to which their application by MES scholars in the past decade to the regional conflict and new patterns in regional order dynamics, beyond enriching understanding of local and regional dynamics, has innovated and partially revised those same IR concepts. At the same time, it has shown the difficulties for these revised approaches to travel back to IR or Security Studies, pointing to the continuing insularity of mainstream political science vis-à-vis Area Studies.

On a more positive note for the cross-fertilization between IR and MES, the article noted instead that the recent turns in IR revolving around hybridity for political systems, limited statehood, flexible understandings of governance configurations, as well as notions such as global assemblages internationally run in parallel with MES’ attention towards the reconceptualization of statehood and security, categorizing the role of non-state actors and the varying governance formats. As the case studies show, terrorism and the fight against it in the case of Tunisia and
the role of militias in the case of Iraq are inserted in a broader scenario whereby shifting notions of security (temporal, geographical and actor-based) determine much of the security dynamics in the two countries. The case studies have illustrated how more nuanced and overlapping security understandings can become prevalent, with traditional notions of regime and state security being juxtaposed with new narratives articulated around notions of both human and societal security. The encounter of these two turns in IR and MES is seen as one of great potential to pave the way for an enhanced dialogue between disciplines, which may lead IR to, sooner or later, incorporate some Area Studies’ insights so as to strengthen the more transformative dialogue between the two. The wait for Godot, while still ongoing, might not last forever.
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